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Barclay Butera has been redefining luxury
his entire career and one thing has not changed:
his firm belief in helping his clients achieve the
“Better-Best” concept of living. The end result is
a glamorous yet completely livable environment
that often integrates the client’s heritage pieces
into the Butera philosophy of blending furniture
and pattern-on-pattern fabrics and textures. He
also frequently uses the mantra “In interior design
there are no rules.”
His ever-expanding “Barclay Butera” brand
including fabrics, furnishings, carpets, lighting, wall
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H

aving a special affinity for homes near the
water, tastemaker and interior designer

Barclay Butera takes his signature style of pattern-

of the marketplace’s most recognized and soughtafter home products. He has appeared on NBC’s
Today Show, Extra!, CBS, ABC, Fox, Beautiful Homes &
Great Estates and HGTV; and has received press in
the New York Times, Los Angeles Times, Wall Street Journal,
House Beautiful, Traditional Home, Veranda, House &
Garden, Elle Decor, Western Interiors & Design, Luxe, Robb
Report and Esquire. He divides his time among his
showrooms in West Hollywood, Newport Beach,
and Park City.
Home Reference

Living on the Coast

art, bedding and decorative accessories are some

on-pattern and transitional charm to the beach.
Using a distinctive balance of vibrant colors and sunwashed hues, he fashions cheerful, elegant, relaxed
yet refined spaces that never compromise comfort
or style. The result? A collection of inspiring and
inviting homes that captures the essence and
embodies the character of waterside living.
Styles of these beach homes range from cottage and classic to modern and elegant—a style for
every taste. Butera shares his decorating tips and
design advice for giving any home a beachy clean
ambience.
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Shorewalk
Facing: The Spanish Colonial influences in this refined seaside home are

reminiscent of a grand retreat off the coast of the Adriatic Sea. Paying homage to
the architecture, we used many angular furnishings to complement the striking
curvature of the ceilings and windows. The warm neutral palette is sprinkled
with shots of citrus, jade and cobalt to make it more playful and inviting.

above: Rich leather, bronze nail heads and old-world tapestry are the perfect balance
for the thick, oversized terra-cotta tiles in the casual dining area.
One’s eye cannot help but notice the spectacular ironwork chandelier
overhead, even with the magnificent view as the backdrop!
Clean Beach
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